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A sugar-coated feast for the eyes and the imaginationâ€”this exciting 1,000 collection presents

glorious full-color photographs of beautiful, outrageous, and deliciously decorated desserts, from

extravagant wedding and birthday cakes to cupcakes and cookies that are miniature works of art.

Like all of the books in our 1,000 series, this is not an instructional book, rather, it is a visual

showcase designed to provide endless inspiration for anyone who loves decorative baking and

entertaining.
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This was an interesting journey that surprised me in that, thinking that there might be some tutorials

to go along with the photo's, this is instead literally 1000 photographs of cakes and cookies and

cupcakes.Within the covers of this paperback book are full-page or half-page or quarter-page

photographs of cookies, cakes, and cupcakes that will definitely inspire. Under each photo is the

name of the person that created the baked delight. Though some of these credits will be just the

names of the decorators, some will have the accompanying website that you can access for further

idea's. If you do go to the websites offered, there you will find more photo's along with some

beautiful tutorials and/or instruction as well as more information on the decorator. So with a little

extra effort, your journey will take you to many parts of the world to learn more on the photo's that

piqued your interest. Each photo is full color with wonderful detail.The book is set as such:First there

are 5 sections of groupings that showcase each set of pictures and each photo has an

accompanying number.Elegant EntertainingBaby and ChildHolidayJust for FunWeddings and



EngagementsAfter the above groupings, the next section is "Frosting Recipes" for:Meringue

ButtercreamSimple ButtercreamGanancheRoyal Icing2 Recipes for Fondant (as well as amounts

needed to cover cakes)GumpasteMarzipanThe next section of the book is labeled "Image Directory"

and this is where you look up the number of the photo which is accompanied by a very short

description of the baked good, which might include what type of frosting used or cookie cutter, etc.
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